
Dear Hal, 	 12/19/83 

It is a truly remarkable coincidenoe that you wrote me at the time you did, and 
about the Jim. Biwa show and the review of Davison's bock, because at aunt that time 
Imes thinking of writing you about both. Let me take you bank to mid.. 

aunt 
	1966, 

and 
 

we are `at 	Dolan's show, about quarter of 1 in the morning. A gay calls and 
does not want to talk to me on the air. Ural keep him on theghone until the show is 
over, wheal speak to him. About the Oswald he knew in the Marines. Who had orypto 
oldexeme, which required top secret olserenoe. Be wanted anonymity and I agreed and 
discouraged your efforts to boats him when you gave me leads. Well, over the Davison 
book, which is a stinker and not worth buying for any reason at all. 

I checked this sky out enough to know he was for real, and then I went farthur, 
and without going into the details now, have Navy oontirsatiOn.' I need no more an that. 
but what I was thLaking it might be good to talk to that guy about is a (ample of details 
not in Oswald' person el reoordss helms part of at least one operation! against 
Sukarno, poosiBly two. So, I was thiaking of having Jim air me with the story and an 
appeal for him to now come forward. 

With the silly, really ignorant Tool review, if Jim wanted we could have some 
fun with that. 

One of the points in all of this is that Davison says that Oswald had only a low 
olearanoe, yet she cites the very page on which his boss said that he had at least 
secret became that was the minimum they all required for that work. And this beak 
in the USA, not in the theater of Operational. 

Planet certain it would be worth the time, but I was thinking about this. It 
would make Jim a good show in any meet. 

Despite the seeming specificity of the woman who called in and said her father 
killed Bing, I'm inclined to agree with Jim, that she is uaking it up. First of all, 
as I've now learned, there was no second Mustang. Second, Gracie SAMOS= was oragy, 
Biotin bed, and saw nothing at all. I also do not buy her expiation of 	she is 
not afraid to say her father is the killer. At the same time she did give as name at 
someone she claimed to be working with. Datil some time atter the first of the year, 
if then, 	not have time to check with blow If you'd like to writs him and ask, 
please do. 	, 	 •: 

When I get the remaining MIA cases over I'll return to writing, with a new 
King book, all researched. And documented.' 

I've told Paul the nature of my proof that Weald had crypts clearance and 
VAX in Operation Strangbaok but I've asked him not to distributes it until I can 
complete some further °hooking. It is Olt. with me if you want toga, it. Tourney 
recall the 1966 matter better than I do and you also spoke to that caller when I 
was on the air. 

If you can find time for acme more checking, Davisonuthe nano, is worth 
checking because the author was in George teaching college at the time of the 
assassination, appears to be of the far right, and you should remember another 
Georgian named Davison, Dr. Sleds, who gave Oswald his motheesaldrese for him to 
look her up. Alexis was in the Moscow Reamer, was a drop in the Pankovaky case, 
has a brother who alai was an air attache, and the White Russian credentials and 
belief and practise could not be improved upoh for that family. Alexis's brother 
is Pater, who you may remember was at Soluabia's school of Russian a udies. His 
father, thy:  lets  Dr.  Rae  Was prestigebus in Georgia medicine. Be had.  a brother, 
also a preatigeous doctor, whose name is T.H. Now Jean, who is from Louisiana, 

married to a geologist named John. Be appears to be at the Beiv. iermont,'' . 	 . 	. 
is 



at Burlington. The phone is in her name, not his. So, I'm wondering if there isn't 
a directoey of zoologists that would include some bio. on Joyhn. If he traces to 
Alexis' uncle it gets prette interesting. 

I doubt the Chronicle would carry anything on theaool review now or that it 
would be worth the time if it did. It also is interesting that nobody at all has 
ask od no about this book except as i'lls explain and I know of only one other 
review, in the WaXest, icy' A'ardner, not taken with it at all. What you heard of KPPA Vas a syndicated ahoy out of him Twit: The producer asked 
me to do much work on it and I did, only to have the whole thing corrupted on the air, 
with the phone wiring rigged** so I could not participate. I was on the part before 
what you heard. But except for a few people who are local and I told about it, I've 
not heard from any of its audience, so it had little impact. It is strange that the book is doing nothing with all the indicated push behind 
it. Tool probably had only proofs because he'd not have failed to mention the jacket 
puffery by Tam Wicker and Den Wiper of which I was told. I also have only proofs. 
Maybe it was just one oa those books someone wanted piblished? I'll probably resume this later or tomorrow. You told me nothing of yourself 
except that you have a job and by coincidence had that day off and thus heard 
Eason's chow. Surely after all these years there is some neva. By and large we are Oge I had successful arterial surgery flat femoral) 9/89 
bet had two serious complications after it, ith the result that there is little 
circulation on the left side, I oanvaik about a city block Were hoeing to 
elevate the left leg. The therapy is walking, and I do that six days a week at 
a nearbt nail where I'm allowed in so early I complete three hours by the time 
it opens' for business. But this takes a big hunk le six mornings a week. In 1975, 
when I was getting 111 ready for the printer, an earlier threobosis condition, 
diagnosed as r getting old, got verbs and I eta:: at the point who're I could not 
walk before I was hospitalized. By then the damage to the veins in the left log 
and thigh emem was permanent. In 1977 a different arterial blockage was located 
in the bask of my chest. So, I'm limited in what I can do and for how long  I  onn 
do it. But aside framing these linitaticeas and the resultant meekness I'n OK and feel 
otherwise good just about all the time. Which isn't bad for gpieg on 71. 10 have not moved but the post office has aim us to series of different 
addresses since Route 7. As the area grew the route were changed and ve were 8, than 
12, and e4nally we got street addresses Out in thadcountrYe You do not mention Jim Rhite and it has been a long time since, ho mentioned you. 
so I do not know if you are aware that Jennifer died of cancer several, years ago and 
that Jim, in appreciation of the many kindnenees of Hospice of Amin, has been 
helping it since. It is a fine thing he does and because of 	kind of fine and 
extremely competent person he is he hats  done it and many people much good. He do 

not hear from him as often because he stays quit,  busy. Not long ago a detached 
retina was welded by laser, quite successfully from what he said. Remember Bob Kafka? He was an FBI symbol inforner and now 1  know your source of 
the nonsense about Arnold Lewis Kessler. Whether he informed oil you or not I do not 
know. 

Davison could not have done basic research without knowing about py books. Her 
omission of the comes froe her need to avoid them. Her work is deliberately dishonest. 

it is possible that the film seen in Columbus was prepared and distributed by critics 

end includes a number of films. I know nothing about the technique you mention but the 
films were of e better original quenety so they may project much better. 



I never bear from Ireton, which I regard as a blessings  know nothing about his boat, auother blessing, but recall he said when ime promoting his first rot that his sequel was to be out for the SOth annivereary. Time was a gag gang around then that he could not call his second book by the title of the first Second Meet EVidanoe. Oe Mary Morgan still around? If ho is please phone and remember me to him, Judy and Mike, who was a wonderful ai baby and is a Young man am. 
I don't know if Paul told you but I now have about a balfaaillion pages of formerly withhold pages, mostly 10211 and Cu,L obtained under NIL. Speaking of Eason, it is eurorising that when he has callers on the JEIM sanosai+i. nation it has been -so sem years since I've 'heard from bin. Aeybe 2 did or said Bono. thing he didn't like. If you speak to him, my best regards to him, please. 

eat, 



Hal Verb 
P. O. Box 1815 

San Francisco, CA 94101 
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